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This short ten-track release
could be groundbreaking
performance art pretending
to be a music student’s
third-year coursework, or
perhaps the other way round.
Whatever its origins, it’s a
chilled-out half-hour of gentle
freakishness, a weird musical
trip through the heavens and
back through the medium of
acoustic music. Titles such
as ‘Half An Earthly Hour’
and ‘Float’ summarise the
direction and content of this
somewhat tongue-in-cheek
album, recorded with the
looseness of sound that
can only be captured in an
expensive pro studio or a
leaky garden shed. There are
regular musical moments,
and the imprecise guitar
playing and languid vocals
add to its oddball charm.
Graham Hazelwood

If you’re already an Alison
Krauss fan you won’t
need much persuading to
add this ‘best of’ to your
collection, assuming, that
is, you don’t already own
the ten-odd albums it’s
sampled from. If, on the
other hand, you’re not so big
on bluegrass and country
but make an exception for
the splendiferous Dixie
Chicks, you might want to
give Essential AK a listen.
Krauss’s music has much
the same hallmarks as the
Texas trio: gorgeous vocals,
consummate musicianship
and some welcome and
expertly judged forays into
chartsongland. You’ll never
again want to hear Ronan
Keating’s cover of ‘When You
Say Nothing At All’. But then,
maybe you never did.
Noel Harvey

April Anderson was a
finalist in Acoustic’s recent
‘Beautiful Days’ singersongwriter competition, and
this confident and polished
debut album of jazzy modern
folk showcases her musical
abilities in the studio. With
their aerial lyrics, complex
twisting melodies and odd
tunings, these songs are
carefully crafted pieces of
work about people, self
and relationships, which
Anderson gracefully sings
and performs on guitar, piano,
flute and mandolin. Other
musicians make contributions
where necessary, but as
a competent arranger and
producer Anderson knows
that she shouldn’t fill all the
spaces with notes. So if you
like acoustic music that gives
you time to think while you
listen, check it out.
Graham Hazelwood

Time certainly does in
this case and the last two
decades have seen Chris
Smither emerge as one
of the pre-eminent singersongwriters anywhere. Now
with this album Chris is again
joined by David Goodrich
in the producer’s chair and
also playing much of the
restrained backing. Chris
has always excelled at solo
performance, and on songs
like the stomping ‘Surprise
Surprise’ and the title track,
his relentless stamping feet
and rhythmic picking power
the proceedings like an
express train. Dylan would
surely enjoy his inspired
cover of ‘It Takes A Lot To
Laugh, It Takes A Train To
Cry’, and his moody version
of Mark Knopfler’s ‘Madame
Geneva’s’ is sung with the
kind of heartfelt authority
money can’t buy.
Julian Piper

One Electric Love Chord

www.myspace.com/76146080

Essential Alison Krauss

www.amazon.co.uk

Swings And Roundabouts

www.myspace.com/
aprilanderson

EMILE MENASCHÉ
Overtones

Having written soundtracks
for documentaries about
rural America, Menasché has
been inspired to record this
collection of acoustic guitar
instrumentals to celebrate
a simpler, slower way of
life. It’s suitably austere
and uncluttered, with no
pretentious gimmicks or
effects muddying the big,
beautiful tone of his three
Guild guitars. There are 14
original compositions plus
the jazz standard ‘Goodbye
Porkpie Hat’ here, and the
harmony between the tracks
reflects the natural diversity
of his nation rather than the
human divisions between
the people who now inhabit
it. It’s a thoughtful work,
so submerge yourself in
its depths to enjoy the full
effect.
Graham Hazelwood
www.myspace.com/
emilemmusic

Time Stands Still

www.amazon.com

JIMMY WEBB AND THE WEBB
BROTHERS

JOHN JONES

JONES

This side of the pond,
you’re more likely to
know the songs than the
songwriter. ‘By The Time I
Get To Phoenix’? ‘Wichita
Lineman’? ‘MacArthur Park’?
They’re all Jimmy Webb
compositions. So now you
know. Cottonwood Farm is a
family affair, featuring several
numbers from Webb’s
archive plus a few penned
by his sons. It’s capable stuff
certainly, but heavy on the
schmaltz and somewhat
stretched on the vocals at
times. And sadly, there’s not
a whiff of a classic anywhere.
Unless, of course, you count
Grandpappy Webb guesting
on ‘Red Sails In The Sunset’.
It might invoke a response of
‘aahh’, or ‘aagh’ – all depends
on whether you like that kind
of stuff. Speaking strictly for
myself…
Noel Harvey

This debut solo album sees
John Jones returning to his
roots, with a hearty blend of
traditional and self-penned
songs. The album is pared
down, and the songs are
sparsely arranged, with
a crystal-clear sound that
lets you appreciate the
contribution of each and
every instrument. Jones
delivers 12 tracks that gel
together surprisingly well as
a collection, with a seamless
continuity that leaves the
listener guessing which
songs are new and which
are traditional. Although each
track plays its part in making
this a satisfying collection,
particular highlights include
the stirring traditional shanty
‘Fire Marengo’, the rousing
‘Walking Through Ithonside’,
and the wistful, homesick
lament of ‘Newlyn Town’.
Gareth L Powell

As the singer and guitarist
from adult alt-pop duo Miracle
Mile, Trevor Jones has a
pedigree as an unfashionably
eloquent songwriter. With
help from his bandmate and
others, this ‘solo’ effort is
mostly an album of piano
and poetry, with half the 26
tracks featuring no guitar,
and a further half-dozen
short pieces in which the
guitar accompanies spoken
words, leaving a residue
of lyrically sensitive songs
performed with pedal steel,
Weissenborn and twangy
acoustic guitars. ‘Something
Resembling Love’,
‘November’ and ‘Homeward’
exude reflection and gentle
regret, and the instrumental
‘Pickle’ is a classy reminder of
the musicianship underlying
this off-the-wall release.
Graham Hazelwood

Cottonwood Farm

www.amazon.co.uk

Rising Road

www.myspace.com/
JohnJonesOyster

Hopeland

www.myspace.com/
miraclemileuk

COLIN POLLOCK
Long Gone

This London-based
Glaswegian clearly loves
playing guitars, and the
electric, acoustic and
resonator are all handsomely
entwined on this busy
debut album. However,
the acoustic doesn’t
feature strongly, so purists
should look away now.
The dozen self-penned
and self-produced songs
are pondering, smoky and
soulful, and the sum of
the parts is an album born
from observing the human
condition. There’s bitterness
in the title track, but the lack
of anger in his sideswipes
at reality shows (‘New
Depths In Shallow’), greedy
manipulators (‘The Gold
Digger Gets It’) and tired
female impersonators (‘It’s
A Drag’) makes this an oddly
endearing and agreeable
piece of work.
Graham Hazelwood
www.colinpollock.com

LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III
High Wide And Handsome (The Charlie Poole Project)

You wouldn’t want Charlie
Poole as a role model (he
died in 1931 aged 39, after a
truly heroic bout of boozing),
but as a banjo player he’s
been a fine influence. In this
double album Wainwright
pays an affectionate tribute
to the man and his music,
with 21 covers of his original
recordings, and a nine-song
pastiche about Poole’s life
and times. The big surprise
is the range of songs on
offer. Fledgling bluegrass,
schmaltzy vaudeville, early
jazz; it’s all there. With over
20 musicians guesting
(near half of them sharing
two surnames), this is
American old-time music,
all right. Some great banjo
and flatpicking, hermetic
harmonies, and some classy
mandolin playing from Chris
Thile. Nice.
Noel Harvey
www.amazon.co.uk
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